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Background: We previously reported a novel technique using an elastic silicone bowl, which 
was handmade from a phaco test chamber, to salvage dislocated lenses and perform phacoe-
mulsification and aspiration (PEA) on the bowl. However, creating the bowl was challenging.
Methods: A factory-made elastic silicone sheet (ESS), a ready-to-use alternative for the 
posterior capsule of the lens, was prepared. We used this sheet to salvage and support the 
dislocated/subluxated lenses in 11 eyes of nine patients.
Results: We could use a sheet immediately after we opened the package. In all the cases, we 
could insert a sheet beneath the lens and PEA performed at the center of the operative field. 
There was only one incident where the lens could not be placed onto the disc at the first 
attempt, but the lens was eventually salvaged. There was no risk of rupture during PEA, and 
the ESS could be removed completely without any complications.
Conclusion: The factory-made ESS described here can be used for salvaging dislocated/ 
subluxated lenses and safely performing PEA.
Keywords: lens dislocation, perfluorocarbon, alternative posterior capsule of the lens

Introduction
In patients with lens dislocation, the use of vitreous cutters is not sufficient to 
remove large lens fragments. Several techniques for treating a dislocated lens have 
been reported, such as the fragmatome, phaco without sleeve, bimanual techniques, 
and use of perfluorocarbon liquid (PFCL).1–8

In cases of lens subluxation, a capsular expander able to sustain the dialyzed 
zonule may be useful once a continuous curvilinear capsulorhexis is completed. 
Previously, we reported a new technique using an elastic silicone bowl handmade 
from the phaco test chamber,9 which is inserted into the vitreous cavity through 
a corneoscleral incision. Then, the dislocated lens is salvaged with the bowl acting 
as a fish net. Phacoemulsification and aspiration (PEA) is performed in the bowl 
after pulling it up to the iris plane.

The bowl acts not only as a fish net but also as a posterior lens capsule substitute. 
PEA is performed at the center of the bowl under a stronger power setting, as the 
silicone bowl is too hard to be broken. The technique is useful; however, the bowl 
must be handmade. Instead, we introduced a designed laser-cut silicone sheet, made 
from a plain silicone sheet, comprising a dish and three arms. We present a case series 
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in which this factory-made elastic silicone sheet (ESS) was 
used for salvage and PEA for dislocated/subluxated lenses.

Surgical Technique
The Supplementary video shows a shortened version of the 
procedures used in this study.

The ESS was made of silicone and composed of two 
parts: the central disc and three arms (Figure 1). The 
central part is round, with a diameter of about 13 mm. 
There are small holes at the center of this part, improving 
operability. Each of the three arms that are evenly placed 
on the edge of the central part have an equal length of 
approximately 20 mm, with each arm having a bulge in the 
middle to ensure non-slip.

We placed three trocars at 3.5 mm from the limbus and 
performed pars plana vitrectomy using a 25-gauge cutter, 

after retrobulbar anesthesia induction. We then created 
three corneal side-ports at approximately 2ʹ, 6ʹ, and 10ʹ 
using a 20-gauge microvitreoretinal blade, and then, 
a 3-mm corneoscleral incision using a slit knife.

The ESS was inserted into the eye through a 3-mm 
corneoscleral incision. For cases of subluxated lens, 
one arm was inserted and pulled out through the cor-
neal port at 6ʹ (Figure 2A). After the sheet was folded, 
it was inserted into the eye behind the subluxated lens 
(Figure 2B). The other two long arm was pulled out 
through one of the corneal side ports using forceps 
(Figure 2C). We performed PEA on the ESS after pull-
ing it up to the iris plane (Figure 2D). After the PEA, 
we cut every arm out of the eye (Figure 2E) and 
removed the ESS via the corneoscleral incision using 
forceps (Figure 2F–H). For cases of dislocated lens 

Figure 1 Drawing of the elastic silicone sheet.
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(Not shown in figure), after all three arms were set, the 
sheet was pushed into the vitreous near the bottom. 
The dislocated lens was put onto the sheet by vitreous 
cutter. If it is unstable, Ophthalmic viscoelastic device 
(OVD) was placed on the sheet as glue.

A foldable 3-piece IOL was then fixed intrasclerally.10,11 

Scleral incisions were sutured with 8–0 vicryl, but corneoscl-
eral incision was not sutured.

In cases of subluxated lenses, we performed anterior 
vitrectomy under the infusion through the anterior cham-
ber maintainer in advance and inserted the ESS under the 
lens through the gap where the lens was off. We then 
repeated the procedure.

Patients
This study was a hospital-based, single-center case 
series. We obtained written informed consent from 
each patient for the original surgery, the case details 
and any accompanying images published. The proce-
dures used were approved by the Ethics Committee of 
the Osaka Red Cross Hospital. The study adhered to 
the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

The technique was used in 11 eyes of nine patients 
with dislocated/subluxated lenses. A summary of the 
patient characteristics is shown in Table 1. All patients in 
the current study underwent comprehensive ophthalmolo-
gic examinations prior to surgery.

Results
The ESS was safely introduced in all 11 eyes with dis-
located/subluxated lenses. After the dislocated/subluxated 
lenses were salvaged and lifted to the iris plane, PEA was 
performed on the sheet at the center without sheet-rupture. 
Large lens fragments were not dispersed and were located 
in the sheet during PEA. The ESS was then removed via 
the corneoscleral incision using forceps. After ESS 
removal, particles of lens fragments remained on the fun-
dus. These fragments were easily cleared using a 25-gauge 
cutter, without cutting. In one case, the lens could not be 
placed onto the disc at first attempt. This was due to the 
fact that the silicone sheet was unable to hold the lens on 
the sheet, in contrast to the bowl, where the lens was 
dropped by current of vitreous infusion. The dropped 
lens was salvaged after OVD was placed on the sheet 
thus stopping the vitreous infusion.

We did not have to use a pupil expander, as the three 
arms expanded the pupil in the form of a triangle.

Each one case of hypotony (<5 mmHg) and hypertony 
(>30 mmHg) were recorded but soon recovered on the 
next consultation day without any treatment. IOL devia-
tion was seen with two patients and one got operation to 
correct its position. No endophthalmitis, retinal detach-
ment and hemorrhage were observed. The preoperative 
mean corneal astigmatism was 1.07 diopter (D), and post-
operative one was 1.25 D. The mean corneal endothelial 

Figure 2 Surgical procedure of a case with a subluxated lens. (A) One arm was inserted into the corneal side port using forceps. (B) The elastic silicone sheet (ESS) was 
inserted into the eye behind the subluxated lens through a 3-mm corneoscleral incision and zonular dialysis. (C) The other two ends of the arms were inserted through the 
corneal side ports. (D) Phacoemulsification and aspiration (PEA) was performed on the ESS. (E) After the PEA was completed, the two arms were dissected. (F, G) The 
remaining arm was caught and pulled out. (H) The ESS was easily removed through the corneoscleral incision.
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cell density decreased from 2369 cells/mm2 before surgery 
to 1862 cells/mm2 after surgery.

Discussion
Here, we presented a case series in which a factory-made 
ESS was successfully used for salvage and PEA in 11 
cases of dislocated/subluxated lenses.

Use of PFCL is a current standard technique for the 
treatment of a dislocated lens.1–3 Since PFCL is heavier 
than water, it enables the use of PEA around the iris plane, 
which prevents retinal damage. However, there are several 
issues. Lens fragments tend to avoid staying at the center 
of the operative field because of the surface tension of 
PFCL. Bubbles of PFCL may remain in the eye at the end 
of the surgery, and lead to patient discomfort or secondary 
glaucoma. It is difficult to use PFCL for the treatment of 
a subluxated lens without pars plana vitrectomy.

We hypothesized that for treating a dislocated/sub-
luxated lens, a bowl-like device to catch the lens would 
be necessary as a substitute for the posterior capsule, thus 
enabling us to remove the lens fragments safely and effec-
tively. Since the silicone bowl does not wrinkle and break 
by the change of fluid, we could only use anterior irriga-
tion during PEA without posterior infusion. We have not 
seen surge nor globe collapse. Although the new silicone 
bowl technique is effective, its production is slightly 

complicated and time consuming. We collaborated with 
a company that makes sterile ESSs to avoid having to 
manufacture the material by hand. As in most cases, the 
use of an ESS helped us not only retain the lens fragments 
at the center of the field during PEA but also keep dilating 
pupil, although in one case, the lens fragment was dropped 
into the vitreous. It was possible to place the dislocated 
lens fragment back onto the sheet through a lens-salvation 
operation; however, the vitreous infusion flow dislocated 
the lens. After OVD was placed onto the sheet, the lens 
was returned onto the sheet and was salvaged after the 
vitreous infusion was stopped.

As shown in Table 1, postoperative BCVA was more than 
20/40 with 8 patients, and this is comparable to PFCL use.8 

Other patients did not show such improvement because their 
comorbidities such as glaucoma, chorioretinal atrophy and 
diabetic retinopathy. Although we made 3 corneal side port 
and corneoscleral incision, there was no obvious increase of 
corneal astigmatism. There was 21% loss of corneal endothe-
lial cells. That was higher than with custom made bowl to our 
experience. The difference of the shape may make the lens 
position nearer the cornea with the sheet than with the bowl.

In cases of subluxated lens, it was easier to insert the 
ESS in case of zonular rupture at the upper and lateral 
sides of lens. Nevertheless, a potential lower side rupture 
made the insertion difficult. Therefore, it was necessary to 

Table 1 A Summary of the Patients

Case Age Sex Laterality Preop Lens 
Status

The Cause of Lens 
Dislocation/Subluxation

Comorbidities of 
the Eye

Preop 
BCVA

Postop 
BCVA

1 54 M Left A dislocated lens Unknown None 20/13 20/13

2 83 M Left A dislocated lens Unknown Glaucoma HV 20/100

3 70 M Right A Subluxated lens Unknown Chorioretinal atrophy 20/500 20/200

4 69 M Right A dislocated lens Unknown Ocular hypertension Unmeasurable due to 

dementia

5 41 F Left A Subluxated lens Atopic disease None 20/33 20/13

6 41 F Right A Subluxated lens Atopic disease None 20/16 20/13

7 89 F Left A Subluxated lens Pseudoexfoliation syndrome Chorioretinal atrophy 20/133 20/40

8 82 F Left A Subluxated lens Pseudoexfoliation syndrome None 20/40 20/20

9 72 F Left A Subluxated lens Unknown None 20/25 20/33

10 72 F Right A Subluxated lens Unknown None 20/1000 20/16

11 62 M Right A Subluxated lens Unknown Diabetic retinopathy 20/33 20/20
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enable the lens to deliberately drop to render the processes 
that followed easier and safer.

Although the ESS is a flat sheet, it is possible to 
remove the lens fragments safely from the ESS in 
a completely controlled manner. The remaining fragments 
at the fundus were small pieces that could be easily cut 
using a vitreous cutter. The ESS can be removed in its 
entirety using forceps. Therefore, there is no risk of the 
ESS remaining in the eye after surgery.

We refer to the ESS as “The Tripus” because of its 
octopus-like three arms that are located on the sheet. To 
our experience, a bowl-shaped ESS is much better than 
a sheet design. We are still looking for a realistic shape 
that can be cost-effective in terms of production and useful 
for all surgeons.

Although we have achieved good outcome and have 
not seen critical complications in case series study, the 
ESS is still not available commercially. Further evaluation 
will be needed in multicenter study with larger samples 
and longer periods.

What Was Known
● The standard technique for performing phacoemulsi-

fication and aspiration (PEA) of dislocated/sub-
luxated lenses employs perfluorocarbon liquid, but 
as previously shown, an elastic silicone bowl made 
from the phaco test chamber can be used for salva-
ging a dislocated/subluxated lens and perform-
ing PEA.

What This Paper Adds
● A factory-made flat silicone sheet with three arms 

can be used for salvaging dislocated/subluxated 
lenses and safely performing PEA.
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